
HOW TO WRITE A PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR MEDICINE

Write a standout medical school personal statement with our expert tips.

My shadowing experiences in particular have stimulated my curiosity and desire to learn more about the world
around me. Begin honing your draft down into something resembling the final form in the appropriate writing
style. Does the applicant demonstrate qualities that are desirable in a physician? In isolation, perhaps. For
instance, while shadowing Dr. In spite of this, I genuinely enjoy my time there; giving residents, some of
whom go months without visitors, 10 minutes of my time to chat can be very rewarding in the obvious
enjoyment they get from it. Being flexible to discover how to best engage my students, in some ways, parallels
the problem-solving aspect I love about medicine. A final point to remember when writing the personal
statement is that this essay is still considered a piece of writing and therefore vocabulary, grammar,
punctuation and spelling need to be checked and checked again. Or go to residency personal statement
examples. Revise, revise, revise: tighten the structure, add new things to make your point clearer, take away
sentences or sections that now seem unnecessary, use the active voice as much as possible, and anything else
that needs to be done. Send your personal statement to The Medic Portal for professional feedback. Above all,
this experience allowed me to recognize that interactions between a patient plus family and their doctor are
more than intermediary vehicles to treatment; they are critical and beneficial in their own right. At first glance,
this might seem like a down-beat opening paragraph. Make your prose impeccable before you submit your
statement. Shadowing physicians further taught me that medicine not only fuels my curiosity; it also
challenges my problem solving skills. Be sure to vary your sentence structure. Strive for concision. Back off
the cliches. What was more exciting than learning about the underlying science, however, was learning about
the opportunity to meet the boy and his mother in person and share my findings with them. Whereas the
introductory paragraph primarily shows qualities e. The second paragraph highlights hypothetical individuals
e. I knew that veins have valves and thought back to my shadowing experience with Dr. A well-written
statement will not in isolation gain you an interview or a place. How does diabetes affect the proximal
convoluted tubule? Whilst fleeting, these visits to the departments highlighted the variety and diversity of the
fascinating specialities medicine encompasses. This student describes their experiences of healthcare that have
helped them decide that they want to study and practise medicine. Paragraph 5 At the end of the appointment,
the mom offered to let me hold her son, who gazed back at me with his bright blue eyes. All of these activities
can be pursued through medicine, so the transition to medicine later in their personal statement can be
seamless. Here's how to write a compelling med school personal statement that shows schools who you are
and what you're capable of. I want you to be part of this latter group so that you can get into the best schools
possible. Analysis The third paragraph immediately builds off of the preceding one by letting the reader know
that even more fulfilling than satisfying their own curiosity and problem solving is providing care to real
people. It forms one part of an application from a gifted applicant that can be considered alongside other
information - academic record, BMAT score, school reference, interview performance - in the selection
process at Oxford. If so, which ones? I have thought very long and hard before deciding to apply. Start writing
a draft based on this experience. I want to be that physician. Comment on what you observed ii. The ability to
gather knowledge from many specialties and put seemingly distinct concepts together to form a coherent
picture truly attracts me to medicine. I certify that I am 13 years of age or older, agree to recieve marketing
email messages from The Princeton Review, and agree to Terms of Use. Once again, the applicant does a
masterful job of incorporating storytelling and other characters i. We could not be not be happier for this
individual and after reading this amazing personal statement, you'll see why. As you go through it, you should
keep the following questions in mind: Does the applicant demonstrate qualities that are desirable in a
physician? Our admissions experts know what it takes it get into med school. A common oversight is
referencing the wrong school in your statement! How so?


